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Snubnosed revolver
A snubnosed revolver (colloquially known as a snubbie, belly gun or bulldog revolver) is any small, medium or
large frame revolver with a short barrel, generally 3 inches or less in length. Smaller revolvers are often made
with "bobbed" or "shrouded" hammers, and there are even "hammerless" models, all allowing the gun to be
drawn quickly with little risk of it snagging on clothing.

Modern Handguns
Price: $495.00 Description: Serial #68690, 7.65mm (.32 ACP), 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that has
some freckling within the grooves.This is a nice little pistol that retains 85-90% of the original blue finish with
si...

Feedback for GunPros
View Feedback for GunPros on GunsAmerica. Both buyers and sellers receive feedback on GunsAmerica.

GIVEAWAYS | Gunwinner
Win free guns! GunWinner.com shares user submitted deals on guns, ammo, optics, knives and gear. Enter our
giveaways to win free guns and cool gear!

Could There Be an Increase in Gun Imports with the Trump ...
With the new Trump administration now in office for nearly seven months, gun lobbyists are hoping barriers to
importing firearms will become more lax. But, if they are lifted, it will take time and will be very slow, say
experts in the field. Recently, President Donald Trump even said it was “very early” to tell […]

walther ppk for sale on GunsAmerica. Buy a walther ppk ...
In a field full of great striker fired polymer pistol it is very hard to stand out. Walther’s top of the line take on
this type of duty gun is the PPS, and we thought it was a fantastic gun last year when we reviewed the first
version.

Handgun Review: Bersa Thunder 380 | GunGunsGuns.net
The Bersa Thunder 380 double-action semiauto is chambered in .380 ACP. Manufactured in Argentina, the
Bersa externally and partially internally resembles the Walther PP or PPK double-action pistols. The trigger
mechanism is an amalgam of the Walther and the Beretta 92 designs.

MIL vs MOA: An Objective Comparison
There are a lot of articles and forum threads out there comparing MIL and MOA, but most either aren’t

objective or they’re overly complex. I’ll try to avoid both of those pitfalls in this article. Executive Summary A
few months ago I asked Bryan Litz whether he personally used MIL or MOA. Bryan is an ...

Samuel Colt
Samuel Colt was born in Hartford, Connecticut, the son of Christopher Colt (1777–1850), a farmer who had
relocated his family to the city after he became a businessman, and Sarah (née Caldwell). His maternal
grandfather, Major John Caldwell, had been an officer of the Continental Army; one of Colt's earliest
possessions was John's flintlock pistol.

CNCGUNSMITHING
AR15 LOWER RECEIVER DRILL JIG. The original CNC machined setup blocks / drill guide for completing
your 0% - 80% (casting or forged) AR15 lower receiver.

